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SOCIAL ADJUSTMT AHD WE BACHELOR frOM&H 
CHAPTER I 
IOTR0D0CTI03 AHD HISTORICAL BACSCOROtJHB 
Hearly every rsan, woman child in the United states 
today is more or lees dependent on the rorlr of none of 
tho more then eight end one-half million wage-earning 
women In thlo country. 
IHTROIXJCTICH 
At every turn you con see the products of cornea ac­
tivities. The inventions of machines, bringing shout 
great developments in industry, reorganising production, 
end transferring much of women's participation In manu­
facture fron home to factory, has so changed the customs 
and standard of existence and no increased tho coat of 
living that it has revolutionised both tho hone life find 
the xiorU life of individuals and has brought nee problems 
in tho «e$De of the ncny benefits derived. 
Largo numbers of wonon have been caught, as it were, 
In the suction of tho high powered wheels of Industry. To 
some have cone opportunities of devoloprnent, to others 
heavy economic responsibilities, while to others will 
cone oppcrtunlties for marriage. 
Marriage and happiness go hand In hand, and too many 
tiho marry expecting joy are bitterly disappointed. For 
the demand for freedom grows; because It 1c never easy 
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to nake marriage a lovely thine; for theco reasons we are 
beginning to understand why the Bachelor fksa&i are becom­
ing co numerous. XT the economic decadence or ronon breo 
tyrants on the one hand and cowards on the other, the 
economically independent woman has its own dangers. 
It is the purpose of this paper to bring slight to 
you cm the Social /djusfcnent and the Bachelor ' «n. 
Definition or Term and f.tatenantc of Problems:, Olnea 
the beginning of the world men have required and have re­
ceived the help of women in rumishing the sustenance of 
life to themselves and their farilicc. Before the devel­
opment of the factory system this help cane chiefly through 
the product of woncr̂ c labor in the hone. Later it come 
in the form of the contributory wages of women who worked 
in the factories, mills, and workshops, or whom no better 
opportunity offered for remunerative labor, the taking of 
boarders and ledgers was restored in order to add to the 
family Income. 
•Ihe business of making food and clothing for the hu-
san family mis done chiefly in the bone until the indus­
trial development, through the factory system began, 
woman was the preparer of food, tho weaver of cloth, the 
maker of clothing, and these jobs were done within the 
four walls of the hero. r;onen members of the family did 
not receive any stated pay for this work— the only per­
nor! paid were the servants employed in thee© activities. 
'Ihe industrial pursuits carried on within the hone 
naturally were United, and nemy things, which are now 
necessities in that tine either were considered os 
luxuries or were w3heard of. 1 
In the United States there has been far well over a 
century a lore® and Important class of employed worsen, 
and to those have been added within comparatively recent 
years considerable numbers of who have felt, in this age 
of changed relatione between the sexes and the brooding 
of narrow conventions, the right and need of independent 
careers• 
This evolution has not meant that women have changed 
physically, but because of their Important social and 
ocononie aspects, the problem of wesson workers are recog­
nised. by many different groups- by Industrialists, busi­
ness men and employers, from the point of view of dollars 
end cents end efficient production; by sociologists, psy­
chologists, educators, physicians, and scientists con­
cerned with human welfare, conduct, cad relatione, by 
forward looking women interested in the advancement of 
their oex, and by labor groups striving to gain a firmer 
cmd higher foothold on this ladder of Industrial progress.® 
Starr legos '"'In spite of the existence of a popular 
skepticism with respect to marriage, matrimony now, 
a© always is started, so far as the individual who 
enters it Is concerned, with expectioms. Theoe Ideas 
aa to what its members hope to get from marriage 
throw light upon the motives that netrlnqpy bar to 
satisfy. The demands put upon the experiences help 
1 United States, Dept. of Labor, "A Short Tall- About Work­
ing Women.'1"' Bulletin Ho* SO. 
* United States, Dept. of labor, Fact Finding " 1th The 
Fonen. Bulletin Ho. 84. 
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In the formulating or the novas, since the standards 
are necessarily related to tlio desires of the individ­
ual nen end waraocu It ruct be confessed that these 
ideas ore often veguo, earn tine excessive, end fre­
quently smothered by th© strength of impulses that do 
not permit the individual to fom clear ideas as to 
that marriage must near to then to be successful. Al­
though noet of these desires that later will begin to 
show themselves In the saatrlEJonicl alliances tm-j be 
temporarily concealed by the strength of cox appeal, 
they soon appear then the dally routine cf associa­
tion Is well under way," 1 
H# C. nottckln, when ashed about marriage said this 
iaho are happy in marriage? Those with so little Imagi­
nation that they cannot picture a bettor state, and 
those so shrewd feat they prefer quiet slavery to hope­
less rebellion#' 
Although Dr. Harding terse it that marriage ncanc to take 
u:)on ono'c self southing of responsibility for Ms maSmt, 
end feat marriage oust be taken seriously# Si© further 
says feat 
"Alxaoat every woman wants to marry, for sarriage cccns 
to offer the best opportunity for fulfillment in life.6)0 
Hot only does it promise the daily companionship of fee 
nun she loveo, wife a satisfaction deeper and richer then 
nor© coapanlcnafaip, and gives her fee right to bear and 
rear their children and so satisfy her own material in­
stinct, but It promises also, thon the gXcsaour of youth 
end fee struggles of middle life ere pest, th© hope of 
evening, years cf dearest intimacy wife fee on© who is 
dearer to her oven than herself, 4 
1 Orovor end o«3*»*«nr -Amu* 
tion. f. 07. 
. henokin, H# C. Prejudice. p« 15# 
? Herding, Dr. n.7£., of all coon. p. 135. 
4 Bruchcne, - author, , 1 Mewoparer«' 
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The nerifcal Relation Institution, ached this ques­
tion of 15,000 thouaend young norion end ma shout to rmr-
ry- only 90 per cent cnstrcned definitely the question* 
"Bhy are you mrrylngf " Young people marry because they 
are wound up to carry. "to Long Do You Think Your Mar* 
rlage 111 Last?" To this 34 per cent of the young peo­
ple the happiest answered "Forever," 15 per cent said 20 
years, 3 per cent said 10 years, 6 per cent or 1,080 said 
only two years will bo long enough.n 
More discouraging is the fact proved by Government 
Statistics that the average American narriago lasts only 
six years and 8 norths. This does not neon that marriage 
Is a failure; It nesns that ruany con need education that 
marriage alone can give then# 
Any wonts* who has had a child, any sen who has seen 
one bom, will reed without surprise that bridegrooms are 
such core eager for children than brides. 82 per cent of 
bridogmons wanted families, 20 per cent of brides thought 
they wanted families* She average bride among the 15000 
youths were 22 years old, 5 feet end 4 inches tall, the 
average groan 24 years old 5 feet 6 1/2 Inches tall, all 
too young and too short for the Ideal race.x 
Happiness 2 Happiness is ret sere ©notion* It Is © 
pattern of living. All of the entire personality figures, 
all of the thoughts * cravings, attitudes, memories, re­
flections and bodily movements sonehot? converge Into a 
z Bruehcne, author, nPt. Berth" newspaper. 
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peculiar unity, Br. Stokes, aays that 
'"'Happiness neenc ultimately the satisfaction of our 
deepest instinctive dispositions, Whether that sat­
isfaction bo consciously pursued, or not." 
It is generally supposed that happy people, like happy 
nations, have no history they are silent about their 
own affair's, Those who talk about their happiness are 
generally those who iiavo nissed the happiness they ex­
pected. & 
Scientific studies are showing, that there is little 
difference between men and wemr, other than the biologi­
cal one, and as women are realising this, they are de­
manding the right to have a share in the further develop­
ment of our civilization. Using John Dcwoy1s phraseology, 
' 2hey cant to direct their life activities to make 
then perceptibly significant because of the conse­
quences they accomplish and their Influences to 
their associates they arc not interested in an 
aimless, capricious life which accomplishes nothing 
and males women little rsore than parasites.' 
omen have boon fitting for nero than fifty years 
for their places In the sun. They claim that women have a 
right to do anything for which tlioy are equipped, it net-
tors not whether this activity la inside the hone or out-
aide. 
Our literature is filled with accounts of the live® 
of women who have proved their ability In « wide variety 
of fields. All scientists acknowledge the great contribu­
tion of l-iadene Curie who gave radium to the world. 
r Stokes, Br. M» h., Berried Love, ' p. 11. " 
8 Pitkin, falter B., Hie Psychology of Happiness, pp. 22 
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Love I© the greatest of all arts. To bo In lev© with 
a fmyi is noro than to ! love' Ills# The state of being in 
love carries tilth it a contain element of ocnpulcioa, and 
one vlio ic in lovo, however enraptured he nay be, 1© cer­
tainly not free, 1 
Lov© Is proverbially blind# Indoed, a girl nay be in 
love vlth a nan whom, in the absence of the glersour re­
sulting fron her state of nind, she nlglt find not even 
likable or attractive. The glamour and attractions ore 
effects produced by forces in her unconscious which have 
boon stirred to activity through her contact with the 
nan. ® 
Hot/ever there could be no love yearning without 
knowledge of the opposite sex, but only en occassional 
physical restlessness due to a physical cause* It is the 
prvHOM of the opposite sex, in the environment of the 
interest systen and. which gives a specific character to 
the desire* 
rr7ise» a ©DOER 1© in loves* we can either say that ©he 
loves, that is, she is active* or that she is attracted, 
that ic she is passive. In other words, her anion© pro­
jected to the outside world draws her irresistibly* Be-
gardless of whether the nan loves her or not, the fasci­
nation makes it appear as though ho wore the active 
party- as thcKigh he loved her.* ° 
Harding'.''be . H* B., The hay of an omen, p* 41. 
Ibid. ... 
5 Harding, Dr. I* H», The lay of all ' -oaon. p. 41* 
e 
Tiserc Is onlp ese thing that is ncoescar̂  above ell 
thirds In order to live poaaeabip with people that is 
satisfaction mid cat Isfcc tier. can onlp be- obtained through 
ccr̂ Nmionz îip * 
seepet *b* sm-Wff of the /snerican Sagrs tscraee t«s 
node 221 hen tatan&D* 3mas» Acet£n* Texas end • rclc&e 
71m, leases# The entire poptOetlae of the cltioc tree set 
0amra&» Boesver# is order that I could eeoere eclogue, to 
Information* shout SO per cent of the one hundred pro­
fessional col hsssimss eaacs nor* ocnfcaetod is Sea An­
tonio, 9anu* about 2C per coat of 12ao e®wanfcy**flwe pro­
fessional cooes of Austin* fsses, cad 2 per coat of the 
fifty of freirie Vise papulation# 
She survey cr&j covered those mmm. bdseeais the ages 
of 25 - 45 cad those tfso arc pet becihelors* those afee 
tyarried very young* disapoed. but neves tmrrled again* 
iigr̂ oet "lore than ever today are ta f̂ bocec need-
ad# It is jgy «dbE^0B fft wiling tlaie paper that it «sy 
carve as a reference as to Hn Seot&l Mjusttvmt research. 
Ite obfoct is to give on Inalght It c«s the idi&ao&ecoa of 
the. bachelor t̂ ecaa ss£ to- fiber be® the edJsst»Gnt end bos? 
the aofrcme eiap be swoldod# fads?* particularly is the 
oto pcung and the niddle ace tsUmmm is this state 
C Texas) essorrc ^agrees MR&ags it far less r*aally heppp 
then Its surface appears. 
Methods mcd linitatl-.-ucs HHe field ewvoy was con­
ducted 4e^a| January one: hap of 1036# Questions tjoro coat 
out to fifty single, professional and business Sogro 
reason aobing for a "Life History.'-' 
Several rsonths passed, then ques tionnalroo were 
nailed to one hundred and twenty-five business and pro­
fessional wesson. 
2ho survey was limited to negro professional and 
business women of Sen Antonio, /ustin end Prairie View, 
Sexes, and to the bachelor ecncn and divorcee, between 
the ages of 25 and 45 years. 
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HISTORICAL &ACKGZQVZD 
Decreasing Tendency to harry: The work of women has 
boon necessary to the human. race In ejecting the elemental 
need of aholter, food end clothing since the beginning of 
tine. The development of the factor? eye ten censed rauch 
of the -©oris done In the homo to be taken over by estab­
lishments organised for the pmn,oae, end from snail 
neighborhood groups • These cn fcablishncnfcs have evolved to 
the Industrial system as It exists today. 
This Is tense of all the nationalities of the United 
states# and especially true of the Begro worsen. They 
have ale ays transformed frcsa broad winners taken for 
granted with in the hone to paid bread winners outside 
the her®. To this has been added within compare tively 
recent years considerable numbers of worsen free* families 
In which the earnings of the father or husband could not 
keep pace with the rice In the cost of living. There wore 
also added rmnborc of worsen who have felt in this age of 
changed relations between the sexes end. fcho brooding of 
narrow convention# the right and the need of Independent 
careers. 
This evolution has not neurit that worsen changed 
physically. It is stiH true that for the future of the 
race, If not for the sake of existing generation Itself# 
wosstm met be guarded, against overstrain, whether acute 
or of alow development, and exploitation by the unfair 
11 
onplopor tfho is will ins to wear out-,. Instead of to con­
serve Mb labor mipg&m Because Segro ™or«an ere in a weak­
er position eoonooloally than fee white, being unable to 
dictate fee terns of their «Baplcynent, end because th©7 
still oust carrp on fee maintenance of fee home and fee 
caro of children, there nuet be raised the standard of 
employment whether fee kegro women themselves take action 
or not. That Is if we are to continue as a people, 
Sirhoff says that 
"In 125C fee feltc race makes up about nine-tenths (80.5 
per cent) of total number, Pogro families constitute some-
feat lees than 10 per cent of total number and fee per­
centage of persons fifty years old and over serried in 
fee United States in 1930 were." 1 
« Male Female 
All classes 60.1 51.1 
Sativc felt© 57*9 52.7 
native percentage co.o 61.6 
Foreign or raised percentage 52.4 55.1 
Foreign-born feifcc 70.8 70.0 
Begro 99.3 50.5 
Other races 60.5 53.5 
In 1928, fee national Insertion Bureau sought to ar­
rive at an estimate of fee onount of desertion, through a 
canvas of urban social agencies fee report was as follows. 
It was- octimted feat there were about 100 desertion per 
1 Îckoff, fee Family, pp. 252 and 435. 
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100,000 urfaen population on approximately 60,000 a poor, 
"lien this was don© in Chicago in 1021, it was found that 
Hcgroes constituted 4 pen cent of population, but con­
tributed 15,0 per cent of the desertion reported. For 
such upbull&ing of such attitudes re must look to the 
total social or cultural situation in which these indi-
vidualc hero their being. 1 
Pnrrmry of 3tt>dies jeclinr. villi fhacrrled: ithin 
the last eight or ten pears, numbers of bachelor worsen 
and. divorcees are on the incline. Out of one hundred and 
tv?enty-five persons t?ho ©ere sent quoc tlomc ire a sixty 
per cent have been married end are divorced and forty 
.per cent ere still bachelors • those vonon ere seeking to 
perfect themselves in tlie business world, but if they 
hope to compete with men on equal tarns in the business 
©orId, they nuct endure tmploaeanfcness, cultivate an 
understending of male ruthlessness, and trickery, end 
cultivate their neves with a vary eye. The majority of 
hursan contacts arc pleasant, but underneath it all Is en 
element of strain of conflict. Security and protection 
based upon the laws of kindness end generosity simply do 
not exist in r̂ n-controlled business as they exist in 
the hone, host wenen are wholly unprepared for the change, 
VSoewn, unlike most sen prefer to go around obstacles 
rather than through then, and thus spore themselves un­
pleasantness. 
1 Hirfeoff, iiio Fonlly, p. 435. 
Wceaen liavo to pay c price for their invasion of 
ncn*o world, Tho ncro intelligent the wcaaen, the quicker 
will she adjust herself* But after that, the way divides* 
Shore Is © brood rood, hard on the feet and deadly dull, 
wherein millions of arall job holders plod onward to 
build Incredible pyramids of golden power for masculine 
overlords* Ears ton says, 
"?;omn who rencin women will trend thin path* But also 
there Is s narrow trail, winding deviously eaong 
nrocipicec, that lead toward shining heights of 
wealth end lonely glory*" 
Prestige, important positions, possessions are ouch 
iwcrfis Mmt saany a wosmn gives up her chence of horse, 
husband end children* 
More often than you would believe, women tho have 
secured snert clothes, a sophisticated : life' and mere 
spending money then their provincial husband could ever 
have givers then ere wishing for some on© than would n&ice 
e good companion for then* But too often those are un­
avoidable circunatencea. Marriage was no longer a possi­
bility and. they knew it. Possibly the childhood boy­
friend h*»n iicrriod son© one else, the non they met in 
the professional and business world are engaged. or nor-
rled, all while they are struggling drearily for economic 
iidepeadence* 
1 larston, :̂ a* E. "the Co8t of Careersfe, lewspaper 
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CEAFZm XI 
ASAEE3IS Mt> XHTEHPHSTATIOS 
Soonoclc rroedon Vs. loner,any 
H II—HW » IW.hMI •* <• IOI.II* IMIMHII.I wm |||»«I|<|| *1 •>r.*>u*ti l.» • i"W 
AH AY Hf©» oc e student, as a tcccher, GO a so­
cial worker, I hove worked with woran; ©specially hove I 
sought to find the greatest common denominator of their 
infcercsto cud. Ideals or* happiness• And I thiol; X have 
found It la the almost universal desire for self express 
and self freedom* 
For three years, I supervised the work of a lore© 
Government Sewing Shop, renovating clothes and four years 
I workod In on exclusive Dress Shop engaged la teaching 
worsen the styling of clothes* During the seven years I 
sma In almost constant contact with nearly three thousand 
women and older girls* Ky daily worries were a revelation 
of their hopes and snhi fciens mad independence, they want­
ed to express their desire to bo Independent, free end. 
attractive mod they found the way in the economic Inde­
pendence and the use of beautiful fabrics • 
Some tines we hear dismissions as to whether worsen 
use rami for an economic means, also whether worsen drese 
themselves for men or for otiter semen* I believe the let­
ter statement not Important* X believe that women dross 
for the soul satisfaction they find in expressing beauty. 
Bcc&ocsle irsdcporidoiKio 1c the ideal of the modern 
woman. It haunts the dreams of the girl at school end 
15 
colleges as formerly visions or a lover or husband did. 
Fvcmnce, whore It Is not altogether repudiated as a Vic­
torian silliness akin to corsets and fainting-fits, takes 
second place# 
done women can paint beautiful pictured | cone can 
write beautiful poetry or pros©} acme are made ©specially 
for the admiration of the opposite sex} DOES© ARE bom 
economically Independent of nan; sons have talent for 
music and various other things. Only a few are creative 
but the tines provide a ccrsrcon language which Is given to 
us all to uce and enjoy. 
That this should be so is very natural. The patri­
archal order of society «&!<& has held throughout histori­
cal times was primarily based upon wocum*® economic de­
pendence. It disqualified wesson frcaa ©very avocation ex­
cept that of wife, and an a wife allowed her but few legal 
rights, "hives In England" wrote a Flemish Merchant resi­
dent there, "are entirely In the hands of their husbands, 
their lives only excepted* Yet they ere not 30 strictly 
kept m they arc in Spain and elsewhere." 1 That state 
of affairs was net resented by women as an Injustice any 
nor© than it mis Imposed upon them in a good spirit of 
tyranny. It was accepted as th© natural order. 
Tho "good" women of Has passing generation were the 
moot outstanding exponents of the patriarchal principle 
that a wesson's place is In the hem©, and that her sphere 
y 11 •••• -
• cllo, The Outline of History, p. 150. 
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of activity is in fch© kitchen and nursery. ifeaa 1 see a 
shabby dressed worson, Hasp end lifeless ami without beau­
ty* I feem that Its shabblness goes fill the way back- to 
the Independence or fiber fron thick, she Is acde. ihculd 
she be linn, lifeless end. wittiest beauty due to her oco-
nonlc independence or is It that she has lost her Ideals 
due to her non-rclstionaiiip of the opposite sex? 
lessen*c ©concede disabilities wore .set down to physi­
ology for thick the divine order was alone responsible, 
the feerlnl cation of literature has prepared the way 
foninlam. 
Scoacaste i?Teed«s as to a deans to an Ends lessen 
acquired the conviction that their social disabilities 
rested not on physiology but on econon'cs* In pre-war 
years when democracy was still a angle word, the vote 
stood as the symbol of womn*e emancipation- the vote 
thick should rectify the bias of rmn-node laws* Today the 
enansipcted wenen perceives that eccnorde freedoa is the 
reality beliirsd the theory- of political freedos. Si© has 
entered the field of tacn's, work not as ft protest against 
age lone hers, but as a necae of ecoaoiale freedom 
Sat the sem dllesiaa confronts us here m in ell re-
foro of the relation between the senes. The patriarchal 
order founded on the ccononic dependence of womn has 
given rise to suany other features besides* It has - brought 
about the wo®o&m&c Ideal, it Ims brought about the ronea-
tlc, the continental Ideal* It is not easy to abolish one 
feature of that order without at the cone tine affecting 
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aH othere • To combine the econonlc independence of «oos& 
tilth the nonooenlc Ideal of patriarchal marriage Is a 
feat of adaptation, and modern ?x>nnn has not achieved It. 
Tso things present to her the dlletana of a choice, 
If she mrriee, she In general renounces her Ideal of 
econordc independence and surrenders to the patriarchal 
ideal of being a feninlna parasite. If she retains her 
independence, she renounces such *£xioh is deep seated in 
the very nature of her deposition*, hom-mbing and 
motherhood. 1 Surely the pattern of life is much like that 
«hoa I think of the ttxmcendsof rho have net end 
risen above the problems of the depression years, r/ben I 
so© wonon every day eoemtplightng true greatness In the 
shaping of their ovn lives, often In spite of the great­
est handicaps, X knov that within thai there is an integ­
rity of material that makes the richness of such patterns 
possible. In asserting her economic independence she in a 
large measure renounces hor sex. Dose she achieve happi­
ness in so- doing? 
Economic independence is a mans, not an end for nan 
no less than for soman. Mm seeks to achieve It primarily 
for the csne reason as wesasn docs? to escape from the 
intolerable humiliation and disability of economic de­
pendence. But feat being disposed to satisfy his tastes 
and dlspoc 1 tlonc, in other cords, to achieve happiness. 
But the fine realisation of that end le under present 
x Beffealfc, hobert, /authority on, hi&irop-olorzr. Scwepaper# 
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conditions, directly opposite in mm and in wonan. For 
the cam it includes in general tarn waofget&ic Ideal. For 
tSie woaass econonlc independence In general exclude it. 
Happiness momam nXtimtely the satisfaction of our 
doepcst ins tine tivo dispositions* vdiethor that satisfac­
tion be eonedouely pupgaefi or not. In practice the inde­
pendent women aeldos appears to achieve it. At nest she 
my achieve relative contenhsaant- which is a very differ­
ent thine* bhat is tensed satisfaction in cno'e ̂ orl: is 
for the nosfc part an opiate by which the deepest cravings 
of nature arc drugged. In nan as in voatm, it is rosily a 
sedative to diaappoiafeacnt, and It is ©van questionable 
whether that ccntoatuonfc can be a lasting quality of the 
free ??OC»HX'S achlevesaajit. 
®sc Greek solan declared to King Croesus that no aea 
can be pronounced to have been happy until ha is dead. 1 
The die tun applies with greater forco to weswrn* Ihe oper­
ation of her natural dispositions is periodic and. cynical. 
iho.se dispositions have a way of hiding their tine* of 
putting of the final notice of their deiaends. She «aa 
wlio sets then aside nay for a considerable tine be able 
to persuade herself that ah© is ecutentecl. It not un-
ccnraonly happens that ©he does so until it Is too late. 
The independent coma affects to scoff at tlx© tragedy of 
th© old mid. Is the scoff sincere* and If so it is jus­
tified? Tim tragedy spy-ears too deep and poignant to be e 
" Hayes* Serly huropcan History, p. 39, 
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traditional convention.1 
Upon fcho seemingly sordid economic aspect roots the 
whole odlficed traditional sexual morality with Its extra 
economic dilemmas, Dr. M&* P. Hoblnson, in his Scat, love 
and Morality saps: 
' Morality is a human quality like lovo and pity. The 
some so love and pity have with the centuries m&er-
gone enler̂ ecsent, refinement and Intone If lea t ion, so 
hcc morality. Out the has been there, and of 
coarse ell do not believe in abstract, ethereal nor-
allty. In norclity In the desert, or on the globe 
without cny human being on It. Morality enters into 
the question only -when re deal with the relationship 
of one human being to another. Morality does not 
exist apart from Hunan beings, from at least two 
human beings.13 . 
He further says 
ft That in our basic principles we can determine the 
morality or immorality of any act or relationship, 
it follows that we have no need of end no place 
for any special code of sexual morality. Our general 
moral codo will suffice to solve all sexual problems • 
'.hat Is moral in general morality Is moral in sexual 
morality, what Is irooral generally Is irsaorcl sex­
ually. the sexual relationship of two or several 
sane adult persons is their affair solely arid exclu­
sively. B 
The woman who evades old-nnidcnhood by sexual as well as 
economic independence is scarcely more likely to pass 
Solon*s test. 
"There is a vast difference between having a good time 
and being happy. Th& career of the male is far tvaa 
being at all times enviable. 
bhen Cosanove penned those memoirs of his, which 
present the apotheosis of masculine pleasures, he 
was a wretched, embittered, disappointed, lonely and 
decropld old man*3 3 
1 Beffault. - Authority on Antlircpolor.?/. Hcwaoaper. 
* Robinson, >•' '-ii. ieM Love 5iin.:oi-allta . pp. 13 
a ** * * Beffault, - Authority on Anthropology. 
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Bomb have a greater capacity for unhcppiaesa then 
aen* She scnetioos bears physical pain better and can pat 
on a braver face when confronted with dieester, Let us 
consider for the time being# fete two types of woren. 
,'ima women think that women vho can take care of then-
solves are not as much admired and respected by isen as 
those who are really or affectedly helpless and depen­
dent, nothing could bo farther from the truth* The women 
who is sufficient unto herself; who goes share ate likes; 
-ho takes an. honest pride in coming and handling her 
own nsoneys who keeps ter business to herself ami asks 
neither advice nor ascis taae#,— oho is the one who 
really secures the odni.r&tioa and respect of all oon 
tdiioo© respect is worth having* 1 
The women who ought to be oared for- the %-<an who, 
r/non circunstanccs require It can take care of herself, 
Is a truly admirable ami delightful person to met* She 
encourages our hearts to hope that our daughters ®ay be 
fitted by proper education to met the eaergenciea of 
life cheerfully, bravely, and successfully* But it is 
probable that tro all feel, wten plsaming for the future 
our daughters, that If they are called upon to fulfill 
the thy of women rs natural destiny, if they become wives 
and setters, their moral condition, end that ishlch would 
bo the met harmonious favorable to their om happiness 
x Dtorctt, Helen B«, 'The Chars. of a boll hanncred Hone." 
pp» 61 — 66., 
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and complete hfurjonlcua develop; ©nt, would be that of 
being cared for. la this condition, as In all proper 
conditions, they are entitled to all the rights and i>rlv-
lieges, and have all the clains upon the respect and 
kindness of rion. x 
Sorrow and bittornoso eat sore deeply Into her soul* 
There have boon primitive phases of social development 
before the patriarchal order was established, when worsen 
were economically Independent* They were so because while 
rscn was a hunter and a warrior, women wero the first 
builders and farmers* House crafts and the cultivation of 
the soil v?ero in their hands* They were the chief pro­
ducers . But with that primitive feminism went sexual 
standards which were not those of patriarchal monogamy, 
and sentiments which were not our sentiments of love. 
So interbouad are all the elements of our social or­
der that the economic freedom of woman has already proved 
to bo an earthquake which has shaken such trior© then the 
economic elements of that order* To work out solutions 
for the disturbances brought about by that ©mancipation 
is a problem in adaptation with which the Independent 
woman is called upon to cope. The task of reshaping the 
Ideals of marital happiness will be chiefly hers. The 
moulding of Ideals has hitherto been too exclusively a 
masculine monopoly. Let woman try her hand in that field 
of masculine pursuits* But in order to do so sh© mist not 
1 Starrofct, H* E«, The Cham of a ell Mannered Florae«p. C. 
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overlook the dosfclnctlon between neons end. ends. 
Lcononlc Independence can never bo but a hmhb tc 
ends of which the realisetlon has still to bo formulated. 
Life Histories of delect Bachelor • canon: In the 
dynamic* of life zaost of our desires have grown out of 
normal Lnvironnont end Social Life* The things end con­
ditions desired over represented in our minds by systems 
of Images snd tiicughto which ore the intellectual aspect® 
of interest aye ion. She information derived fron the Life 
History of individuals plainly show that these worsen-
all have a vague desire for new experience, for change, 
for the satisfaction of the appetites for pleasure, the 
desire for response in personal relations; the desire for 
recognition and the desire for security. All these class­
es of wishes are general mental attitudes ready to ex­
press themselves in schemes of action which depends upon 
the existing social values. 
Ihere are ex&aples of these desires in the cases I 
have selected for your reading Case So. I. Miss A* lias 
never boon married, because she had ambitions arse could 
not find her ideal companion. Although this young women 
has secured economic independence. ohe Is locking of 
something needed in her interest system. 
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EZAMBIM3 OF OASES 
CASE am 
Miss A, has never been married* because she bad 
ambitions end Could not find her ideal eCÊ cnlon. 
In reply to your question- "Are Independent Women 
Bappyf* I reply emphatically 'no". I wish thet ©very 
yetrag girl could Imor/ the loneliness, the longlag and the 
restlessness thet tm unmarried voraon experience. I wish 
thet they could , one by on©, look Into the future 
understand the cost of an onbifclon, then shape their 
liven accordingly. 
I an not serried because I looked for c nn who had 
ideas and ideals similar to ny.own; on© who vented a hcrse, 
children and the cosy association of a family group. I 
also vented a nan who was Interested In ooncmity up­
building so thet together re could find hopj inocn in 
helping others* My greatest eoblfelon was to give courage 
to othors and to show than the Joy® of living in perfect 
unison* 
In following Eiy ambitions, X probably have missed ny 
chance for happiness, thotsgh I do have a hone, a good Job, 
a bank account, s car and none email luxuries, 
I an trying to show that with all of these things 
that go to give one physical and social substantiation, 
tho Independent Women" arc not happy in that their souls 






Kiss B. has not been narriedj. she loves the oppo­
site cox but fron her experience she has about decided to 
bo the Bachelor ".Oram. 
There has never been a tine In my life that I have 
felt that I would be happier married# By inner being 
craves a certain amount of freedom that carried life does 
not permit. I care for, in fact, I love the opposite cox 
and I don't believe life would be worth living were it 
not for the thrills that association with then brings, 
but why give up a greater portion of ones individuality 
for a thrill that any number of nalee can give you if you 
allow your mind to crave such thrills. 
I have loved end been loved but I have found in 
both © certain commonness that I could never go through 
life enduring. 
I do net necessarily measure men by their education­
al standards but by their worsen associates. As yet I have 
knows a very few who won't stoop and some who felt honor­
ed by carrying loose women out# Kaybe after all I have 
learned too much about married people. I think all girls 
should many before they learn to be too critical but 
since I seen to born, with a certain amount of inborn 
criticise t have not been able to believe the trucnese of 
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ft lot or situations. I on perfectly happy ©lone end If I 
reach middle age without the right person coming along I 
cupooe I shall continue done with happiness* 
CASE THREE 
Miss C. had q wonderful chance to narry a nan she 
didn't love, but on account of her love for a nan whom 
she could not marry, as he was not free to marry her, she 
missed her chance. 
May I'm Hot Married 
Oh, Its my own fault. I've no one but myself to 
blame. I should, have known better, "This nan seemed to be 
devoted to ne but he wasn't the type of nan I preferred, 
no fooling five evenings out of a week he spent with roe. 
He brought ne candy end had a car at qy service. I raver 
had co much fun in all of ay 15fe while It lasted, he 
seemed to have had eo much confidence In me so I had Just 
about made up ny n5nd to settle down In life with his as 
he had tried so hard to get no to be hie wife, but as fete 
would have It, the men of ny dreams cane along. He told 
no he was married when he first ached me for a date. But 
I didn't care. I thought it would be fun to play ©round 
with him a month or so while his wife was away, he had 
plenty of money and was willing to take no to the nicest 
places. Ho ulterior motive, he just wanted to have & good 
time and give me one if I cared to join him and I sow no 
reason why I shouldn't. 
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Hhat I didn't figure on was that I aight learn to 
care for hin, you see he was different from the sen I had. 
boon going with, "ore brilliant and discrininating, he made 
then seen dull and connon In comparison. Before I realised 
what was happening I had fallen in lore with Mo, Then I 
began to hope he'd lore as, too. Even then he told no he 
tras sorry but it was to be our last nesting I didn't be­
lieve hin, I thought In a day or so he'd be caning bach 
but he never did return, I should have known better than 
to accept an invitation from a serried sen bat didn't 




Bias D* has been married, lost her husband by death. 
She is content to liv© alone, but a companion would, nnyn 
added happiness. 
Are independent Women Happy 
What is Happiness? Frees, thence does it cone? Arc 
women vho are dependent on self for livelihood happy? 
done say, happine.no is contentment, a state of gladness, 
hence does it cose, I should say from within. Are in­
dependent women generally happy? 'nils depends much on 
environment, temperament; whet OIKS gives out ot life; how 
csich one assumes as his brother's keeper; and the amount 
of Divine Love one manifests to his fellouman. 
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Transplant a Japanese alll band to one of our lead-
Ins mnufactoing cities, give Ma a bod with e soft mat­
tress, put hla on a ration of bread and butter, beef 
steal:, coffee, cream, be would be miserable and no doubt 
SO on a ctribe demanding Japanese bedding spread on a 
matted floor, a ration of fish, rice and vegetables. Thus 
the question of contentment is one of difference. Hie 
American standard for contentment colls for c much higher 
price than the Japanese* As it Is nlth race, so it is 
with Individuals what Is happiness for on© will be dis­
contentment for another. 
If I map epitome ay life, which 1 believe from ob­
servation of other Indc-jendent women. It nap be a standard 
for a general survey: I conclude generally that the Inde­
pendent woman Is Happy. 
I do not possess a stagnant contentment but am con­
tent with each days growth of work and service. Life is 
more then existence but a progressive stag© from cradle 
to grave. I consider the most experimental stages are 
school life, commencement, marriage, motherhood and ser­
vice. If these stages have been experienced and bravely 
met by women successfully, overcoming the shadows, ob­
stacles that nay have obstructed the way and leaving no 
trace of bitterness or rebelliousness within, then there 
Is happiness la ouch a character."For the gem cannot be 
polished without a friction, neither can man be perfected 
trials." 
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I have suffered the Iocs frori death, one by one jcy 
one have left no, 2 find nyoelf a lone, lonely, but not 
lonesome, Lonosono, never, for each day ay life Is filled 
to the uttomoefc and of tines I have enough nargin for if 
it be possible to fill a day ouch longer. Death of ny 
lovod ones has not embittered ae, for different, I on 
united with thono who have passed with bonds of love and 
2 chare some that in the inspiration end strength end joy 
of those who have entered In the net? life while I still 
walk the earth# I possess, since the experience of soen-
ingly loss a keener sense of sympathy for ny f©Homer, a 
greater desire for service, in fact, I have experienced e 
refinement of soul. The street nenories of the loved ones 
to ne are nectar of happiness, no brooding, no self pity 
but I look an death as a part of life, a doorway in which 
TTO enter a ner fom of lifo, a great and glorious adven­
ture. 
Do I long for a Companion? hot to an extent that I ora 
unhappy over it, e all have cur day dreams! it causes no 
melancholy, I en not adverse to one and If I were for­
tunate In securing ay ideal it would be added happiness, 
for I believe there is no boundary lines or limit to the 
amount of happiness, 
•'..uite naturally, one would like to shore the recpon-
oibillties of life with a congenial companion, 
Hy ideal of a life companion (husband) is a nan tho 
is ray equal If not ny superior intellectually, he nood 
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not be professional nor he say not measure up frees edu­
cational credits or points as I do bat he r„iuat measure the 
same mentally. i rmat feel within that he compels ne to 
look up. I want to depend upon hin financially, physical-
ly end spiritually for support and advice. 
He must be noet, clean, honest, noble in character, 
brood in ideas, keen sense of hursor* a christian, cour­
ageous of speech, love of truth and for his followran and 
strong botli in body and nind, with on average physique. 
This la ny ideal and I would far rather remain an I an 
ttnn to have a companion that docs not measure up to the 
standard of say Ideal of a sen. 
Briefly auexasrlslng frcn tihat I understand of Hap-
piness c Joyous contentment. I an happy and when c woman 
has experienced life In all its stages, faced to tragic 
3orrom3 and Joy, and gladness donees within. I say 1 an 
happy, for though we travel the world over to find hap­
piness , we oust carry It within or we find It not. I love 
ny horse and when the day is done in the quietness of this 
hose, a wonderful peace enfolds so. I read, study or 
write In ny leisure moments. 1 single this with music end 
varied form of recreation or amusement* • hen I nedifceto 
on Cod's Blessings, X feel an inward peace and X feel 
that women who have faced life's battles bravely end have 
experienced the stages of life that causes or gives strength 
of character, thrown on their own resources and are giv­




Miss B, seemingly, never married boceiioe there ceas­
ed to be the erection of right nan- that 'perfect nanf'. 
She enjoys c triple amount of Happiness* 
BappineasJ The Grail of the nodern knightliness, 
the eternal quest, Ordained bp a superior being, to spring 
fron the fount of marriage, foxiily life so suddenly cata­
pulted into the financial independence of the present day 
fas, both contrasts so opposed,, their merging just an­
other esanple of oil and water, 
fh-io power to cope with current situations so com­
pletely absorbing that feminine quality in women, the ro-
oult of which brings to life a new womm, complete in 
mental detail. Cool, poised, blase* but un-Helen of Troy— 
iah, love, ability to arouse interest, becomes so oaaly-
uical theu it resolves into another pigeon—hole conquest* 
lifeless, Tireless, spiritless, niddlo aged. On the other 
hand, this Independence of thought action, this sudden 
rcnovol of stagnancy coning fron subservience, submission, 
the release of the financial nonces, that empowers one to 
ouy or coll with the utoost freedom, offers some cccpcnaa-
û on ior the Iocs of beauty in love- if such there be. 
Conditions of this sort having created this being, 
also have given rice to a mind, that fully realises there 
dust be bom another nan type, to completely conquer, .And 
just so woman pioneered to give to the world the present 
nan type, so also Is her realisation that sho mot cos-
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struct this typo# Does happiness spring from this ac­
quisition? But surely, not so complete however, as the 
dap aho expects to loch with pride on this ultra-ncn-
thls nco-product. Bho epelo of happiness! Conditions al­
tering its quality- - -
Lonelinoss, a nlrage - en unreal quality, flirting 
the senses then dap is done. A shadow at the advent of 
evening. With the coming of the- auni» a singing, © brick 
return to fresh tasks, new duties. Lonlineos - a Bromide 
for clear vision., unchartered areas* 
Happiness i For the Independent Wotaen, The Bachelor 
~$oman quite the perfect thing - its quelltp, however, fee 
SOfch Century Edition Do luae. 
CASS SXX 
. Mrs* P., a poung woman who serried a drunkerd, but 
vac content to live with bin but with ell that, he de­
ceived her in that, he was Infatuated with another womn. 
ihe has not cared to urry anyone and is perfectly happy* 
I *M really glad to get back to the coin *»y* peace 
of sp hone Sunday night, t?© had a hectic trip Saferdap 
night sad one almost as bed Sunday* It made so realise 
* 
anew that fools eerie husbands can be, and nude ae appre­
ciate all the more op freedom* 
Of course I serried a drunkard- knew It when X mar­
ried but was silly enough to think feat because of "Pro­
hibition' he wouldn' t drink any nsore. I see very soon 
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disillusioned. Be drank anything and everything which 
made ny mornings struggles trying to get hln up to go to 
work, Under such conditions, It was almost Impose Ible for 
ne to do efficient work end work I oust. For although he 
xrc.B making a good salary nosfc of it went for liquor. My 
money went to keep up too hone, 1 stood toe strain for 
eight years end toon the last straw cane in the fores of 
another woman, I really ought to thank her for eke gave 
no a now leeco on life when she was too cause of ny di­
vorce, 
ihat was a terrible tine, for just after I hod en­
tered suit for divorce I discovered that I was in condi­
tion to become a notour- Mature end science took care of 
that. But the very people who lied always called ne © fool 
for staying with ay husband - said that I was cruel and 
unjust to leave hin, 
A trip, with corse friends, fron to© Oulf to Canada 
and a three months stay in Chicago did such toward re­
storing no to a norms! person, A young nan in the party 
was ever so kind end we hed a wondorful etasner in Chicago, 
Other friends at home, especially one, when I've since 
lost, did everything possible for my happiness and made 
a© forgot toe eight years-night more, 
<Tust thinl* thct has been ©I|̂ it years ago, row, I em 
happy and contented to live ny life day by day, I don't 
have nuch- ĉ y home, a few good friends and every tiling, 
within reason that I wont I make it a point to got. Bo 
saving for the future and stinting nysolf today, I have 
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work, a fair salary and Insurance to protect It, 
Is the early days of zrj freedom I used to sometimes 
think that It night be a terrible thing to go to!old age1' 
without a 30aagsani.cn or children, but really I see so few 
happy marriages, see the WOESEN so mistreated,, see the 
children, who have every thing so unappreciatlve and rude 





lira, 0*, a young somn who -serried a jealous mem, 
but after five years she realised that oho could not con­
tinue, She htm a lover how eh© is quite happy with now, 
but trill not marry Ma# 
Are Independent Wotaam Happy? 
Upon, being asked the above question cm the spare of 
the rsonent without careful consideration of the sane ny 
answer would bo yea, exceedingly happy. hy not? Ion11 
Independence the one thing for which everyone strives? 
Doesn't It make one feel extremely happy to be able to do 
the things- one wants to do, cay the things one wants to 
cay {with a certain amount of reserve however) * go wherev­
er on© chooses, etc, without having to consult some one else? 
AH of those things, carefully considered, help no to de­
cide In the affirmative, yet, I wonder* X hope the follow-
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log recto help the reader to understand why I mm so uncer­
tain as to Aether I consider ay state of living en alto-
pettier happy one# 
As a child I was very ford of snail children, al­
ways going out of ny way to haw© son© one's child in ny 
presence. As a young woman, I longed for married life, e 
boras, and children. At a vory early age, I was quite for­
tunate in securing, a position in ny boras town. % age and 
inenporicnce had no tiling to do with the independence that 
I scon acbdovod. Aa ny father died when I was quite young, 
I was roared by ny mother (who never married again af ter 
my father died) and an elder brother whoa I consider the 
finest brother in the world, not only because be support­
ed ay nether the stiff oral from. .an ai Inert since ay child­
hood, and educated ne up to the point where 1 could care 
for ayaolf but because, oh, he is Just s "prince of good 
fellows" in rsy estimation. I hope I an not straying fron 
the subject here, but it was ay first ambition after se­
curing a job to help r̂ y people who had node so neny sacri­
fices for nc; so I immediately set about doing so. 
After about three years after I began working 1 mar­
ried a nan that I loved very much. Besides being quit© 
handcone he was very intelligent, having attended college 
himself, It wasn't long before ho was employed in our 
city having left a job In another city to join so. At 
first work wasn't so steady, but I was very patient be­
cause I knew that oeniority meant quite a bit in hie line 
of work and a few months would give hln the seniority 
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nocoasary Tor a steady end ® rail* Incono. 2k© first 
sis nontho or ny norriod life was very happy, hat after 
that cone tent negglng of eg husband who sso unnecessarily 
Jealous of no; the fear of beecning pregnant and having 
to stop ny work, nede ny life a little unhappy. After wo 
had reached this stag© of sdsmsderstandine, w© began to 
quarrel quit© frequently. Working hard every day and im-
happlziess et hcaao kept no in a nental ©tat© of turned!. 1 
lost weight, becme run down In health, seened to ©are 
nothing for the activities and mauaaasente that I formerly 
enjoyed, so I finally rede up ny nlnd that this kind of 
life was not only breaking down ny health but nysolf 
respect as tell. 5o, after five years of Ms living hell, 
I divorced ny husband and bee eras a free and independent 
women again. 
Have 2 enjoyed happiness since then? X certainly have. 
A few fsonths after X ms divorced, I net a nan who war. ny 
senior by quite a few years • If® seancd to care for na 
fron the beginning of our friendship, but I could have no 
other feeling for hirs but one of respect. After about sis 
iaonfcha of this affair, I began to feel sore thing laore 
than respect for say friend, X guess this feeling was the 
result of his kindness and attention that I did. sot re­
ceive fron ny husband, end also his SOT life which. was In 
so way haspered by his age. 
My friend and X enjoy the esse kind of recreation, 
we drink, snoko, take drives in the country, read books 
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and discuss then, write bite of poetry about each other, 
fish and hunt in season, and. do nony other things that arc 
quite enjoyable to the two oT us# In fact, after el̂ it 
years of this X:lnd of life, we've grown so fond, of each 
other until we tool that one is absolutely necessary for 
the existence of the other, he are that happy with each 
other. 
Sut that happiness can never go any further then a 
"sub rose"' Ejecting will allow, because tay friend is not a 
free nan. Use happiness that wo enjoy in secrecy would 
nocn aahappiness and ruin if known to tho outside world. 
And now you con see dear reader, why I s$s uncertain 
about ay happiness. I have ay own hone, job, and can go 
end core at will and as say own boss, so to spook. !y 
first sorltal islsteke na2.es so say I *11 never sorry 
again, but that isn't the way I should fool, because I an 
yet a young worsen.. Sony time I get lonely thinking of 
hew erspty ay .future life will be without a conpsnlon and 
children to care for ue in ay old ago, a pitiful sight if 
you've never witnessed ouch a case. Bow, I mx happy, very 
happy, But will 2 be so torsorrow? I wonder . 
Hiss 0. 
CASE EIGHT 
Use E, is not narrled, but she was engaged to a 
very fine fellow. She was stricken with a serious cue© of 
illness a few weeks before her carriage* After ehe hod 
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boon nursed beck to norual the young mm no longer desir­
ed to carry her. 
Being an Indopon&cnfc wonon, alio did not press her 
case. Consequently* she remains single, 
I was born in Griffin, Georgia, nay years ago* Sthen 
quite a youngster ny nothor passed leaving. only a sister 
and two brothers bos Idas myself. At th© age of twelve 
years cy father mrriod again. To this marriage tdirce 
children were bom, and of course no longer being the 
youngest one to the family 1 urged ay father to send ne 
away to ̂ Boarding School,n X finished college at the age 
of twenty four years. In 1002 I was accepted as a teacher. 
After having become wen acquainted with the Bishop and 
ministers of tills Diocese I toned lately cot about estab­
lishing a fine school for girls to this city, flith their 
aid I was fairly successful, ey whole heart and nind being 
tied up to this work. 
In 1D1? I fell deeply to love with a doc tear who owned 
and operated a drug store, to Feb. Id, 1910 we were to 
been asrrled but on Feb* 8, I wan stricken with a ease of 
appendicitis end. was forcod to eubralfc to mi operation, 
ihile on ny bed of affliction the doctor tms wordorful to 
oe. Everything that ny heart could wish was mine because 
of hi© benevolence. Very quickly 1 recuperated nr>d tms 
myself ©goto, and mtoly because of the doctor*a great 
care end loyal • attention. 
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f£hm at last I was ayaalf again &id xsy former neth-
ods of wars trero being done, I began to notice the J&*. 
inattention. Open inquiry of sc« of ry close friends, 
I learned, that he thought that I had no longer ny or­
gans of reproduction. 1 felt that applanation in this 
case would mho rso asstme the role of a pursuer, so I 
tried not to explain and so vanished ay one chance for a 
happy mrried life. I an now president of a girl's school. 
For the last forty year®, 1 have given ay life for the 
lÊ rovenenfc of the school. Bach year 1 go throughout the 
country begging, begging for aid for the school that was 
established by csy sister and la now being run by xae. If 
I receive a goodly sun, 2 an happy. Happy In knowing 
that ray Ideals ecae day night be accorrliahed. If I re­
ceive nought, I en very unhappy. Sut in either case ray 
life's work Is the development of this school in which 1 
an very happy. 
CASE mm 
Miss H,, a very rmslcal, oeeralngly intelligent and 
vfô l dressed, hmX nany adnirera and proposals but sane 
how she rcEmlne single. *3fas has a nice position end hope® 
nc£3C day that her drears® wiH cone true in order to reach, 
the state of perfection. 
I was bom in the snail town of S©fpiia# Texas In 
109G. At the age of five years ny nether who was a fine 
seamstress, noved to San Antonio, Texas. I started to 
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Believing la this ean© doctrine, I ese school 
teacher In a certain Teres olfcy} gave up cay chcncc of 
bone, ixusbcnd and children end stuck to tag profession. Ky 
path has not always hem declred with flowers bet In the 
end I have gained prestige, ma Important position and 
com of the world's goods, and little put away for the 
rainy day. Sane of ray vacations have been spent at man­
ner schools and attending special classes, but a large 
sunber has been spent In pleasure trips to all parts of 
the country. 
I an practically the head of say fanlly end have 
built and naintainod a conraodi cue and classical hone in 
which I ma now living. 
^y present poaltlon is head of the history depart-
neat in the high school, but X was at one tine principal 
of one of the ward schools, the only one of ray race to- so 
serve. This position I held until the school vac discon­
tinued and the children transferred to another school• 
Aside from ay public school duties, I heve always found 
tine to teach Sabbath school and do come coEassmlty work. 
I an extremely happy and never feel lonely. A kind 
friend once said to no, "Ton are a wonderful character, 
yon have no idea of the luprenoion yon have nsde upon 
the school children of this city." To this friend I foal 
very grateful, but could 2 serve mankind so well if X 
had the responsibility of roaring children? I rather think 




«hero is a greet neceealty to study the bod condi­
tions in regard to the fecial Adjustment and the Hechelor 
s<rm csrsi whether It would be nor© Injurious to the peo­
ple as a whole than will the keeping of jobs, prestige 
sod earning they nap receive. 
Among the first greet troubles to be fought are the 
false ideas and asake believes that are becoming deeply 
rooted In the minds of these Bachelor laneo* 
Realising that there ere about HO men in the United 
States to every 100 women, there should be no wesson with­
out & companion. The problem is "why the no independent 
........ 
tioam prefer Saeheloihood. to ISarrlaget" There met be 
the one only solution- that rwi arc to be e&so&ted to 
carriage. 
In thio payor the psychological problem of women 
have unfolded themselves as they occur in the various 
phases of woman*s fate, tic road and write ponderous tomes 
- •. • -grh-- h^CP:.: Vh- V" 'h. :v>. ... 
on the social adjustment of the tvmam being, wo outline 
disciplines and deliver sersonc and. make experiments for 
• 
regulating of our felloumn and all the tire, there's 
just one tiling our Bachelor women are striving for- that 
is "happiness". I wonder then If thoy ore not chasing 
bobbles? 
Happiness sashes on© feel so often that it cannot 
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last, and that we will Lave eose && *> Sl7C 1x11 to 
*hlch one's heart clings *<>* a few ̂ ®ar9 soon0r °r 
bet the tine *IU coca and <***» quicker than one «sp®e*a. 
before I believe It Is *f#& to wcuntcn oneself to 
the tbou&t that we can none of us escape death, end that 
all of our happiness here Is only lent us. But at tho 
ean» tlae wo con thankfully &*3°7 oil that Good glvec us-
orsd there Is still co nuch left us, ao meh to bo happy 
and thankful for, and yet, here too.the thought always 
rushes across one's brightest hours: It cannot last, _t 
is only for a few years and then It mat be given up. Let 
us weak as long as it is day, let us try to do cur duty, 
and be very thankful for God's blessings which have been 
shosered upon us so richly- bait let us learn also always 
to lock beyond, and learn to be ready to give up every 
thing end yet say, "iby bill be done," 1 
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APPENDIX 
She following questionnaires were sent out to one 
hundred twenty-five Sogro women. 
1« abet were your early experiences in heterosexual as­
sociation? 
2. 014 you ever have to ra&rry? 
3. "hy have you never married? 
4. Under whet olrcunstancce have you felt the need of 
marriage most? 
5* That experiences have you hod in which SMwrlcgfe would 
have been had? 
6* '.bo in your opinion has the greater opportunitie3 for 
happiness: The financially independent Bachelor gi**l 
or a vgshbi surrounded by the security and comforts of 
home? 
6. -hieh do you prefer? 
7. Is woman's place in the hone or in the business world 
as a competitor with sen? 
8* In your opinion* why are there so raany divorces end 
®o rev marriages? 
0. Have you ever obtained a divorce? ".hy? 
10. Has the depression had any Influence upon the increase 
of Bachelor wonon? 
11* Dc the high standards of living In the United States 
cause more -women to renain single? 
12* 014 the world %bt have any influence upon the lives 
of women in so far as marriage la concerned? 
13* 0o you think that the fear of nctornity prevents rscr-
14. Which worsen best benefits society* the Bachelor worsen 
or the isarried mm? *Shy? 
why? 
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SXA&PLE OP CASES 
CASE I. 
party was a victim of eai'ly hetoroso^us- as­
sociation! needed to nflrr;, but liar seducer was a married 
assl. 
2ho nol to be both father oral mother for her son 
preferring a bono with security and conforts* 
Hawing been mistreated in early life she has ob­
tained a difficult outlook on marriage. Peeling that to 
have a step-father over her eon, would cause n±sunder-
standing. She has newer married, and believing that on 
account of so raich free ease which has accumulated since 
the World's War, sasrriiage was 1mlted. 
She further thinks that wcraen fear mternlty be­
cause of the heavy responsibility although she realizes 
that narricgo is a necessity as it perpetuates society, 
CASE II. 
Hamonioua happy days of pleasant sseraories wore 
this party's heterosexual association, unci it resulted in 
her having to marry for protection# 
She was a lover of house with all Its securities and 
comforts but wm disappointed in her marriage, due to the 
lack of love and unfai tlifulnes s of husband# dhe too be­
lieved that the high- standard of living in the United 
States caused norc worsen to remain single and the results 
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of the World*a War loft c scarcity of desirable men 
thereby causing the increase of independent women. As 
soman are forced to support the home, the burden of ma­
ternity 1® lessened because women haven't the time to 
devote to familiesj nevertheless she is a believer of 
heme and its developments. 
The married woman boot benefits society became the 
hone is the hub of society. 
CASE III 
'IMc party was rather fearful but thought that she 
nuct permit ouch relation in order to keep her first fel­
low end this permission resulted in her having to marry* 
Sh® felt that ch© mot be married for protection and for 
her satisfaction of desire after the first of each month, 
bucfa desire caused her much disappointment ac this nan in 
whom she had so caich confidence was a victim of venereal 
infection bait he t?G3 honest and told her of it. 
With all this, she thinks the married WBBn has the 
Greater opportunities for happiness and that marriage Is 
e 50-50 proposition end one always aspects more than they 
are willing to give. She thinks that people who are not 
married can't see that lovo Is proverbially blind* 
Although she obtained a divorce- she still thinks 
the married, woman benefits society most for the hand that 
rocks the cradle rules the world. 
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CASE IV 
In tills case, the party has experienced heterosexual 
association at the early age of 16 years • She felt tho 
neod of marriage only whon pregnant, but did not ncrry ca 
she xms a sufferer of fonale trouble. The security end 
ccaaforts of a hone Is her preference but thinks that the 
depression was tho cause of so few narricgea* 
She doesn't think that the standards of living in 
V* S, cause wonen. to remain single and thinks the World's 
War to have been an Influence upon the lives of nany 
w»on because they had chance to marry soldiers and vet­
erans, and need have no fear of mterni ty as there were 
nany preventives, but believes in the hone and need of 
fmiliar for preserving society* 
CASE V 
This young wotaon says that she has had practically 
no experience in heterosexual association and has re-
mined single for independence and a desire for perfect 
freedom, although she felt tho need of marriage for pro­
tection from slander, but prefers to bo a financially 
independent Bachelor girl as a competitor with ma. 
She thicks that incompatibility and poverty are the 
causes of so few laarriepea and that the World's Wei had a 
great Influence upon the lives of women as It lessens the 
nmnber of males causing worsen to be quite uncelective • 
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Sho doosn't fsor mtomlty os ppewtiw aro nonei-
OUB. a* says that- The Boehelor eoncn io of nore Bor­
neo booeueo of her ability to oonpote with thc-o oho are 
nriinc it possible throu£h eelenoc and other edocetiontl 
oethoda for a happy Berried life. 
CASK VI 
la this case, the party experiences In heterosexual 
association before puberty and did not have to norry be­
cause she had a good doctor. She felt the need of mar­
riage mot in bar see id affaire with narriod couples, . 
sad finds that boinc married often hoops one fron secur­
ing jobs which ere for single women only. 
Sho prefers the financially independent Bachelor 
girl and thlnho her place is in the business world as a 
competitor with sen. In her opinion the reason -c. *-c nony 
divorces and so few marriages Is transition fron old 
formal society to care free after war life. 
Phe depression has caused an Increase of Bachelor 
wooen end the ;orld*s Sar influence the lives of women as 
nil the good men were sacrrlod ox* billed. 
She foels that the fear of natornity did no t .. revest 
marriage as there ere too many good doctors. However she 




Thfn party's early experiences la heterocoxuel as­
sociation i®s learning how to Intercourse with the male. 
Ste die not Harry but felt the need of E®rri«£0 xaost for 
protection end experiences. 
3be desires the wooan surrounded by the security end 
confortc of hone end feels that he®© is the place for a 
wenan if she Is serried because of single ah© is apt to 
be a competitor with zmn. 
Her opinion, why there ere so nany divorces and so 
few marriages was because if no self reasonings end no 
understandings. She did. not Barry because of health and 
feels that the World's War caused worsen to renain single 
because so nsny were cont atray and only a for returned 
leaving a certain nuhber of wonen for the few nen. 
In her opinion the fear of noternity prevents nor-
riey.e as haven't the required Infortatlon end un­
derstanding. She prefers the Bachelor women., because she 
has no boss end is free end at leisure and no worry nor 
responsibilities but for herself. 
> , 
CASE VIII 
This person s&id that lior early experiences In hetero­
sexual association wee to learn, bow to have an Intercourse 
with n ran in the exact way* She has never married because 
she says "I thought it was best until I was ready to sot-
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tie do«ai end stake who ever he noy "bo a good wife •She 
felt the need of mrrloge nost for protection: fchhhhg; 
that to carry without and the proper orders tending would 
have been bed# 
In her opinion the greater opportunities for happi­
ness Is the woran snrronnded bp security and corf or ts of 
bone and feels that woman* 0 place is in the hone# 
She says that why there are oo tacny divorces and 
such few nerriages beecues the parties arc not ready to 
settle down end onjoy hcoo life.. Both the high standard 
®"'~ living in the Unitocl States ond the ' orId®s Iti* have 
meed v.-onon to renain single. 
She fear of natemity she any, does prevent marriage 
and colludes by saying that th© "Bachelor Koqkd benefits 
society best. 
CASK IX 
iliis party bad sexual intercourse with hor husband 
prior to narrled life# 
S*ie - a.c not felt the need of naming© because alio is 
happily narriod, although she thinks that the depression 
had © great influence Upon the increase of Bachelor worsen 
end that perhaps the high standards of living in th© 
United totes cause nor© women to reraain single# 
rfh© horld*s "..or had its influences upon the lives of 
wesaen in. so for as sarrlage is concerned because of the 
sony tacn who wore hilled and injured. 
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She doesn't think that the fear of maternity pre­
vents marriage as birth control will take care of situa­
tion and that the married women best benefits society 
because of the ability to legally reproduce species 
without fear. Without reproduction society would be at a 
standstill. 
CASE x 
This party did not experience in heterosexual as­
sociation before she married, and felt the need of mar­
riage most for companionship. She feels that marriage 
would have been bad for her because she loved another man. 
She thinks that the greater opportunities for happi­
ness are found in the financially Independent Bachelor 
girl, although she prefers the comforts of a home. I3e-
lieving that a woman's piece is both in the home and in 
the business world as a competitor with men. 
Her separation was due to infidelity to the extent 
of neglect. 
She feels that the depression and the high standards 
of living in the United States have caused women to remain 
single. And the fear of maternity doesn't prevent mar­
riage because maternity can come with or without marriage. 
CASE XI 
Miss L. has not had experience in heterosexual as­
sociation. She was married and felt the need of marriage 
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rest for companionship In old oge. Her experience in 
which marriage would have been bad was her disappointment 
in youth. In her opinion the greater opportunities for 
happiness is with the married woman, with a home, although 
she frhin&y. that women* s place is in the business world 
as a competitor with nen. Sde further thinks that why 
there ere so many divorces and so few marriages are the 
independence in women and infidelity in men. 
She obtained a divorce for infidelity and thinks 
that nan*s scarcity was due to the t.orld*c • or. On ac­
count of the educational methods of prevention, materni­
ty does not prevent marriage. 
The married woman and Bachelor girl both are of 
benefit to society. 
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BXPERlEBGEa 
Statements Yos Iixl» II o 
Those frith every sea: Ilxporloncc 
r.xcc forced to saorry 
Ifeodlag Elarrlafia 
Having Had .ocverlcncet- _ 
Sanrcea Yes Ind„ Ho 
Attitude tovmru ncrviâ o _ 
Independent £oiaen Happiest 
%oaanf3 place at Bono 
those obtaining divorcoa 
Depression Increased Bachelor Koaen 
Standard of llvlry-; shoclis ;.a.rrlfcr,e _____ 
Fear of maternity presents aarrla&e 
harried. troncm best benefits Society 
